
ONE OF THE PROBLEMS that gates suffer
in general is that they can be accused of
being one-trick ponies. It’s a matter that is

brought home by the number of multiple channel
devices that have sprung up over the years that have
relegated the complexity of control to a pot or two. In
fact, gates are not all that fashionable at the moment
and you don’t see a high representation of the art in
plug-ins, for example.

Looked at at their most simple, perhaps there is no
need for complexity in this area of dynamics control
although I still believe that it’s worth having a couple
of good channels of sophisticated gate control rather
than a whole bank of plain old on/off switches.

Which is where the G2 from XTA weighs in. Not
only is it smart and sophisticated but it’s also digital
internally. I won’t go on quite as much as I did in my
review of the XTA D2 (V2.1) about how analogue
these digital boxes feel, but I still can’t hide my
admiration for the execution. It’s just not what most
people would expect from digital outboard. Well there
you are, I’ve gone on about it again.

It’s enough to say that this box is digital internally
and very analogue to the user. In fact you might as
well forget about the digital part for all the operational
difference that it makes. Ah, but for one qualification.
Because it’s digital it can ‘look ahead’ and therefore be
a lot less prone to being taken by surprise. I know
there are those who disapprove of the ‘look ahead’
capability of digital with reference to compression,
saying that it results in unnecessary brutality to the
leading edge of the processed signal. I don’t believe
there is any reason to link the same sort of argument
to a look-ahead gate. Quite frankly you use a gate to
open and shut at predetermined points on an
incoming signal. How can it ever be too fast as long
as it is smooth?

The G2 is a beautifully built device that feels it is
worth the £995 (+VAT) that all the boxes in the Series
2 range ask. I-Os are on balanced XLRs.

It’s a true dual-channel unit with a stereo link mode
in which the left channel becomes master of all
(remember it’s digital) parameters, not just most of
them. Consequently you get two full channels of
everything and the degree of control is considerable.

Each channel has a wide-ranging Threshold pot
running with an informative display that relates

signal level to the threshold point. You get Attack,
Hold and Release pots – the first of these offering
60microseconds look-ahead delay at its lowest
setting. There’s also metering to follow the status
of the gate and its gain reduction.

Depending on whether you’ve selected Gate or
Expander mode on a switch for a channel, you get a
pot that controls Range or Ratio respectively.

The sidechain equalisation is a work of art and
those who would like to use the filters offered here for
filter-sweeping programme will love it. The beauty of
the arrangement is that you can activate the listen
circuit, which pipes the sidechain signal to the outputs,
and play with a high pass that spans to 5kHz and a
low pass that goes to 250Hz. But there’s also a semi-
parametric mid that can be stepped for +/-8, 12 or
20dB over narrow or wide Qs. A Frequency pot
sweeps from 20Hz to 20kHz. If you can’t trigger the
gate reliably with this degree of sidechain control then
you probably don’t have a signal.

If you ever needed to give a practical demonstration
of the differences between gating and downwards
expansion then this is the box to do it with. Gating is
for the bonkers staccato stuff and expansion you use
for the less obtrusive noise reduction and enveloping
instances. The G2 has both bases covered adequately
making it gentle enough to process sensitive signals,
like vocals and stereo programme, and brutal enough
chop a snare out of a stereo kit, no problem.

What stuck me most is that the gate triggering

speed is incredibly fast and dependable. You can
smoothen and slow this down but you can also get
this box to chatter away on 16ths just like an old step
sequencer and, because you have three-stage
envelope control, there are great shaping possibilities.
Maybe it’s not what you’d buy one of these for but I
think it illustrates the creative applications and proves
what short work it will make of drum gating. With
reference to the trigger speed, I’d say the G2 can open
and shut a sight faster than any analogue unit I’ve
used. We could have all have done with a box like this
in the 1980s.

The only thing it lacks is external key inputs to the
individual channels. However, you can get around this
to an extent by clever use of the stereo linking function
– key signal into the master left channel and the signal
to be processed in the slave (right) channel. Not ideal
but doable.

All in, another killer package and you’d have to
look long to find another ‘modern’ gate with this
degree of control and variability. Plus, of course, it is
available with a digital I-O option. If you’re in the
market for a serious gate then this is certainly one to
investigate. ■
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You’ll be hard pushed to remember the last high-spec dedicated gate to hit the market, let alone one that is digital. Or for that matter, one

that is digital but looks like an analogue one. That’ll be the G2 then, sir. ZENON SCHOEPE
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Ridiculously fast and dependable triggering; it’s dual channel with lots of variability; superb sidechain
control which doubles as a good ‘filter bank’; good metering.

No external key inputs.

XTA crossed the divide from live sound to studio applications not with this Series 2 range of processors
but with its predecessor the SIDD (Seriously Intelligent Digital Dynamics) DP324.

This clever 1U stereo/dual-channel device combines compressors, limiters, gate/expanders, dynamic EQs,
parametric input EQs, ADTs, harmonics generators, sidechain EQs, and delays. It looks great and works
well but operationally you’ll never be in doubt that it’s a digital box.
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